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This volume consists of the preliminary design drawings for the Space
Shuttle vehicle structural components. The drawings represent the prelimi-
nary design configurations as of (on or before) .Tune 1973.
Figures I. I. i to I. I. 4 present the general configuration and locations
for major structural components. Figures l.g. I to 1.2.3 illustrate the
structural parts for the solid rocket booster, and Figure 1.3. I represents
the external tank.
The Space Shuttle orbiter is conveniently divided into six component
assemblies:
I. Mid fuselage (Figures 1.4.1 to 1.4.1Z)
2. Wing (Figures I. 5. i to I.5.4)
3. Forward fuselage and crew compartment (Figures i. 6. I and 1.6. Z)
4. Aft fuselage (Figures I. 7. I to I.7.5)
5. Vertical stabilizer (Figures 1.8. 1 to 1.8.4)
6. Landing gear (Figures I. 9.1 and I.9.2)
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ATneria3's Spoce Shuttle IranSDorl_tion system is paramount in furthering this count_/'s
kna_ledge--brincjing our tremendous advancements in si_ec_ sciences back to Earlh as direct be
all.
The Shuttle orbiter--the delta-winge d flyin!= machine about the size of a medium-range j(
reu_ble, cargo-carrying, _ airplane wilh workhorse Cal_abilities, Each Shuttle orbiter can fly ¢




,'t_JMaIA I ,_4, +
, I_+l* CO'tin I.
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1
. - _. ......... .........
I
._ounlrv's scmntific
:lirect benefits to us
of T00 m,ssRonsanti _ carry to o_biTas m_n as 65,00010ouncls of 10ayIo.'_clancl up to four £_v _rs
al_l six pa4Js_lge_r$.I1 _ relurn 25,000 pounds of payloacl to Earlh.
Rockwell International COrlXX_ion's Spao_ Division _s mte_ratin9 1he syslem and clevelol_ing the
Shult|e'S paylOad-carrying orbiter slage under contract lo tl'_ National Aeronautics and 51)aoe
Figure l. 1. I. Space Shuttle Systez_z
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Figuze 1. ;). i. Solld R_:ket Motoz" Assembly
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Figure I. 2.2. Solid Rocket Motor Forward Skirt
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Figure 1.4. 1. Mid F_selage Struc_re
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Figure 1.4.5. MLd Fuselage Lower Aft LonReron
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1.4. 6. Mid Fuselage Lower Aft Skin Piineis
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Figure 1.4.9. Mid FuseLage Lower Skin Panels
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Figt_r¢ 1. 6. 1. Forward Fuselage Struc:ure
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Figure' L.8.2. Vt, rtical SLabilizt'r Leading Edge Assembly
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Figure I. 9. Z. Noee Landing












Figure 1. 10. 1. Shuttle Area Zone Breakdown
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IO. 5. Shuttle Maintenance Access
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